Purpose of this paper is to detect the focus of the eye on monitor in X and Y coordinates with the help of regular low resolution web camera. We are using regular low resolution web camera to get the results of system which benefits in economical way for development. To achieve the systems goal we are using OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) 
INTRODUCTION
The gaze detection is to detect the center of the eyes on the monitor. The goal is achieved with OpenCV library. OpenCV is open source and image processing library which is compatible with various languages like Python, C and Java. The system accesses the functions of OpenCV to achieve various tasks.
The system is developed for various applications like space mouse controlling and blind person mouse controlling etc. The systems main focus is to detect users focus on monitor and map it in the X and Y coordinates in system. The system is divided into various different steps and these are as follows:
The face extraction and eye detection uses the Voila Jones technique which is widely used because of its faster processing and accuracy. Voila Jones is having different modules like haar classifier, intragral image, adaboost and cascade classifier. Voila Jones extracts the face from background video and calculates whole face area. Same technique is used for eye calculation which divides the face into two parts. From the two parts it divides the upper part into two parts. From main upper part it calculates the center of lower part and started applying the cascade classifier algorithm. For calculating eye center it finds the center of the square which implemented by haar classifier algorithm. After finding the center it compares with world coordinates and windows coordinates. At last it applies the camshift means algorithm while moving head and eyes. The system runs the all processing in loop.
Fig-1: Basic Idea of System
The system uses the multithreading concept because the position of eyes and head changes always runtime and to calculate it requires large processing time on single core. The system takes the help of low resolution web camera to achieve the main goal of system. The camera is of VGA or 0.5-2 megapixels which is having night vision functionality and software with canny edge detector algorithm implemented. The system uses the haar classifier face and eye XML files who is having functions to calculate all extraction and detections.
To track the pilot's eye and develop the correct visual interfaces this system is used in military applications for cockpit [1] . Emotions of person such as anxiety, deceit or hostility can be examined also mental states can be tracked by using eye gaze detection in homeland security applications [2] - [3] . 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

PROPOSED METHOD
Eye gaze detection method contains the eye tracking process which tracks eyes movements with respect to head movements. One of the method capture the eye frames through the web camera 20-30 frames per second and gives it to computer for processing, after produces the results. The video frames help the algorithm for faster processing. Our system uses the OpenCV library which used for HCI (human computer interaction) and mainly meant for real time image processing that contains the functions used in our algorithms.
We use the windows platform with net beans software. First we use the algorithm for face detection then we use it for eyes detection. The algorithm uses haar cascade classifier for face and eyes detection [9] - [10] . Overview of the system is represented by following block diagram:
Fig-2: System Architecture
IMPLEMENTATION Voila Jones Algorithm:
This algorithm is used for face and eye detection and it is based on haar features [11] . Haar feature uses the 25*25 rectangular block for feature detection. In it the white portion is subtracted from the grey portion [12] . Following are the haar like features which are commonly used. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RESULT:
By using the Voila Jones technique the accuracy of the system is achieved & users focus calculated. The system generates the output in the X & Y coordinates. Following is the desired system which is having the circle at eyes centers.
Fig-5: Actual System
The result of the system is represented in the X and Y coordinates. Following is the 
